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regular foreign affairs group meeting
1/1/79 -- cabinet room

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

> Iran CS-2141 1-1-79
> Teng visit
> Nicaragua plebiscite
> Fragen message
> Fadd to U.S.
> Warren-Taiwan-China
> Palestinians
> Namibia-Ahiskaic
> Pakistan
> Raïd Park vs. PRC
> N Korea - CIA net assessment
> Mexico - downgrade energy issue
> Aiguerba-DS in '79
> Turkey-Consolidation of
> Resting adjusting
> Hussein - deepfreeze
> MFR-S/PRC/Taiwan (Scoop?)
> M676/S/FR/Notebooks
> Cyprus
> Religious analysis
Jan. cable to Sullivan

1) Uncertainty - destructive
2) Civil in good best
3) From military good unavoidable
4) US support unshakeable
5) Absolute power no longer possible

Vis response to Brezhnev

Go France to US.

List nations - move in them
Afghanistan, Pakistan, S.A.- Jordan
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

By 12:00 noon
By do backgrounders
Announcement - z
Good day, ladies and gentlemen
All concerned
CM definition
Multichannel in protocol
Tel. encryption
Monitor modifi
All are issues resolved
南阳's on CM.
Protocol not true
Protocol in protocol only
8:30/9:00 for meeting
Visit 15 of us in Feb.
Mayor - Democratic - Supportive
Moral commitment
CETA - Housing - U246

Maynard
Already enough costs, cost
counter-cyclical spent

Lee
Mayor's office anti-inflation
Cuts disintegrate Urban Policy

Coleman
Cuts rejuvenated
10% city employees in CETA
U246 - 88's -
Key highest among rate
city turned around
Budget = counter-cyclical
Defense inflation - too much, excess
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Carroll

Supportive Initiatives:
Consolidation of efficiencies
Fed mandates - yes
By-passing states - end CETA - ambulances.

Smoothing
NCA policy compatible
Less fed # - block grant - more flexibility
Less overload - don't shift financial responsibility to states.

Pyne

2 Closes
Formulas - need, not numbers
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

NE Corridor - Energy - Xpot
UMTA cut backs

Jim Thompson

Mandated programs
handicapped - Xpot - Schools
Categorical vs block grants
DHS Energy - coal - gas packing 7/16/86
high 52?

J. C. Gannush - Hummers

Welfare reform
Hosp Cost Cut
Phone blocking still a 47%

Duke Ray Unwanted budget
Hosp Cost Cut
Drug categories excessive

C. R. Bow by - Health - quality
National issue - NHTSA

Lowe - categories
12-27 /77 Harold visit

1. HTB coop - 5X diff > 2cp
   2. Pegys 3% TDA $800m

12-27 Siegel mg - Annas - PRC

2. Books on China

12-28 /77

Ly-Chip to Algeria
Nicaragua plebescite
Juanita - Census - PCRN
369 - ROC = PRC property
Cost of Oil

Hospital Costs

Limits on CIA

U.S. and China
The Challenge of the U.S.-Mexico Border

Jorge Prieto

The Slaughter of Innocents

George Aichele, Jr.

The Solution for Delinquency

Parker Rossman
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Turning Point
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Costly Conflict

in Nicaragua